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“Rebecca Cullin 1801” from
The Scarlet Letter

www.atticneedlework.com

November Sampler of the Month

It’s obvious, when comparing the original,
above, with the reproduction, that the original
was stitched on uneven-weave linen.

Here’s what Marsha says about this stunning sampler:
In America, considerable research has been done, particularly in recent years,
exploring the various regional schools of needlework. The influence of specific teachers has
drawn great attention to recognizable regional styles, their inspiration, evolution, and how
the needlework fit into the social scheme of the period, As a "new" country, tracing the
roots of American samplers has been easier than in Europe, even England, where many
samplers have survived, but little is actually known about them.
A relatively large number of English samplers from the earliest period (late
sixteenth/early seventeenth centuries) exist, but records were rarely kept on schoolgirl
endeavors, the samplers were saved, but usually tucked away in trunks, drawers, attics, for
centuries, and to date not much research has been done to attempt to identify specific
English schools and teachers of fine needlework (with the obvious exception of Juda
Hayle of Ipswich).
(continued on page 2.)

During November save 15% on your purchase of 2
of the following:
* Chart $20
* Hand-Dyed Lakeside Linen (price depends on the
count and margins ~ 40c w/2-inch margins is $42
* Au Ver A’Soie silks - $111.80
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Marsha has graciously shipped some of the incredible reproductions from her gallery to The Attic for display, and I am thrilled to show you these.
(continued from page 1)
Rebecca Cullin's magnificent sampler is clearly of a specific school. From
the distinctive "fan light" carnation, to the large rose sprays and feather
trees, and the strongly geometric stepped hill at the bottom, it is nearly
identical to at least two other known samplers: one made by Jane Ballard
in 1799 (currently residing in the Worcester, MA, Art Museum) and the
other made by Martha Bates in 1801, in the collection of the Fitzwilliam
Museum in Cambridge, England.
Rebecca Cullin's original sampler was stitched using a combination
of freehand and counted thread satin stitches. We have supplied two
versions with each kit and graph pack: one graphed and drawn as the
original was done, the other translated into an entirely graphed version.
Stitches used include cross, counted (and or freehand) satin stitch,
bullion knots, eyelets, straight stitch, and stem stitch.
I have loved this sampler since Marsha first presented it in 2002
and have wanted to feature it as our Sampler of the Month for
all of these years. Now it is here on exhibit, and I am thrilled.
It is an absolutely exquisite piece.
And for anyone uncomfortable with the thought of
embroidering it, Marsha has kindly included an entirely
graphed version as well.

Marsha’s model from her gallery is currently on loan to The Attic ~ I so
hope many of you will get an opportunity to see it. It’s the embroidered
version, as the original was done, and it is absolutely stunning!

Freelove Hazard 1792 Here’s what Marsha tells us about this sampler:
This sampler was probably made in Rhode Island, a poor sister, perhaps, to the magnificent creations
coming out of the girls' schools in Newport, Providence and Bristol at this same period, but bearing some
similar "signatures.” The squat, long-tailed bird at the top appears on many of the more famous Rhode
Island examples, as well as more elaborate versions of the vining floral border, springing from a lower
central cartouche (or vase) upon which is inscribed the maker's name, age, or other relevant information.
Originally stitched on a coarse homespun linen with silk flosses, the reproduction, worked on 25 count
unbleached linen, will very closely approximate the size of the original sampler, at 7-1/2"x11-1/2". It is
worked entirely in cross stitch over one and two threads of linen.
One of her decendants, Necia Yehia, has recently provided us with further information on Freelove. Her
father was George Hazard (1724-1797) and her mother was Jane Tweedy. Her father was the mayor of
Newport, Rhode Island. Jane Tweedy was George's second marriage and there were five children from this
union: Elizabeth, Freelove Sophia, Carder, Nathaniel and William Tweedy Hazard. Freelove married
Peleg Peckham on August 25th, 1810, in Providence, RI. She is buried in the Middletown Cemetery,
Middletown, Newport County, Rhode Island. I have been told that there is a photo of her gravestone that
can be seen at "Find-A-Grave" but as it is very old the inscription is not clear.
Chart $12

Perhaps it’s her name, or perhaps it’s the Rhode Island
sampler style, but I have been enchanted by this sampler
for nearly two decades, and I’m so pleased to show it here.
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I selected this one for this exhibit because it’s been a favorite of a
number of us for years, and especially for Maegan. Here’s what
Marsha tells us about this sampler:
This extraordinary piece of seventeenth century needlework was originally
executed with fine silks on a linen ground, in tent stitch, and is composed of many
different 'slips" or spot motifs, cleverly fitted together. Many of these motifs have
symbolic and/or heraldic significance, and they can be traced directly from the
drawings in Peter Stent's pattern books, published in England in the mid seventeenth
century. Almost identical to drawings in Stent are the various creepy-crawlies
(snails, caterpillars, wasps, moths), the speckled Lillies of the Mountaine, the
columbine, the ape (a symbol of mischief as well as the sense of taste), A Tulipa,
and more. While much of the maker's inspiration was likely gleaned from Stent,
other contemporary sources certainly inspired this wonderful, cleverly composed and
well-balanced needlework picture. Like the original, it is executed entirely in tent
stitch (petit point), in a palette of 34 colors, and the reproduction measures almost
exactly the same size as the original.
9 x 13 on 35c ~ Chart $22

Here’s what Marsha tells us about Mary
Ann’s sampler:
Mary embroidered this beautiful sampler at the
age of ten, bearing tribute to her skill as well as
that of her teacher. The border is precisely
arranged, the stitching meticulously executed. The
colors on the front of the original sampler are as
brilliant as those seen on our reproduction, in a
huge palette of color. The original sampler was
displayed in a 1998 exhibition at Witney
Antiques titled "How Fragrant the Rose". The
sampler was formerly in the collection of Carrie
B. Neely, then the Museum of Science and
Industry in Chicago. The only stitch required to
work this beautiful sampler is cross stitch.

Mary Ann Michell circa 1810 ~ 17.5 x 14 on 40c linen ~ $14.
I love this sampler, its gorgeous border, its charming pastoral
scene, and its verse:
From my beginning may the almighty powers
Blessings bestow in never ceasing showers
Oh may I happy be, and always blest
Of every joy of every wish possess’d
May plenty dissipate all worldly cares
And smiling peace bless my revolving years.
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Marsha tells us the following about this charming piece:
RUTHY ROGERS’s bewitching composition features a piquant wasp-waisted, floral-crowned
figure amid giant blossoms and curious birds. Unfettered by instructive alphabets or pious maxims, it
suggests a happy schoolroom of little girls guided by a cheerful and imaginative schoolmistress. This
sampler represents one of four fascinating forms that emerged in Marblehead, Massachusetts, in the late
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, but which eluded the recognition of collectors and scholars
throughout most of the twentieth century until an appealing piece by Betsy Gail appeared at auction in
1980. It featured a winsome figure in profile, much like another in a then unpublished 1789 sampler by
Hannah Stacy. Both the Gail and Stacy families have been traced to Marblehead, and the recognition of
Marblehead’s exceptional samplers grew quickly.
The Marblehead samplers are now attributed to schoolmistress Martha Tarr Barber (1734-1812),
although few specific facts about her teaching have been found. She evidently commenced keeping school
after having become a widow for the second time in 1780. Eventually the Barber school spanned the
entire Federal period, for Martha’s youngest daughter, Miriam, born in 1775, became her mother’s
assistant and continued teaching until her death in 1830.
Ruthy Rogers was the daughter of Marblehead tailor William Rogers (1747-1835) and Ruth Vickery
(1751- ?). She married shipmaster Benjamin Andrews Jr (1775-1821) on June 28, 1799, and died
of consumption on May 4, 1812, at age 34. She was survived by three of their five children. Her
husband married Mary L. Smith of Salem on November 25, 1812, and one of their three sons lived to
adulthood. Captain Andrews drowned off Sumatra "by Overseting the Boat."
Stitches used in Ruthy’s sampler are cross, stem filling, Queen, outline and counted satin. On 35-count
linen the reproduction will most closely approximate the size of the original: 9 1/2" x 13 1/2". The
project is recommended for more advanced needleworkers.
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Ruthy Rogers - 9.5 x 13.5 on 35c ~ $28

Marsha tells us that One of the many important tasks required of domestic servants in the nineteenth
century was the skill of marking and repairing household textiles. This practical skill was taught at many
of the new schools for poor children in England. One of the largest and most distinctive groups of fine
marking samplers of this type was taught at the Bristol Orphanages, founded in 1836 by George Muller,
a German minister. Usually worked on a very fine linen with black or red cotton thread, these samplers
consist of many lines and styles of alphabets, followed by as many as eighty half or third rows of border
patterns. Often a crucifix, a bible, and/or a moral verse was stitched on the sampler, and many times the
student would record her address as well, as in Ms. Tipper's example. Rarely an inch of linen was left
bare. It is speculated that more than one child worked on a particular sampler. They often display groups
of initials (likely those of fellow students), or groups of numerals, which were used instead of names to
identify the pupils.
In the book Samplers by Sir Leigh Ashton (The Medicis Society, London, 1926), he relates an
interesting story told by a woman who actually attended one of the Muller (Bristol) Orphanages:
'Some years ago a lady in Derby acquired one of these samplers from a woman who had been brought up
in those homes. The woman gave the information that all the girls there worked these samplers, but were
not instructed, learning the patterns from each other.'
This example illustrates nineteen different styles of alphabets (some have initials recorded after them
- AT, SP, possibly bearing up the theory that more than one student contributed work to each sampler);
three different numeric tests, plus Roman numerals 1 through 10, a verse, and sixty-nine different border
patterns!
The sampler requires only cross and four-sided stitches. To most closely approximate the size of the
original sampler (11-1/2"x14-3/4") it would have to be stitched on a linen thread count of between 70
and 75 threads per inch, worked over two threads of linen. As this is unavailable now and unrealistic, the
alternatives we offer are to work it on 35-count linen over one thread or on 45 count linen over two
threads. We have worked our model on 45 count linen.
M.A. Tipper 1868 - $18 ~ from the collection of
the Fitzwilliam Museum in Cambridge, England

I have such an affinity for Bristol orphanage samplers ~ the story of their creation I find
so compelling ~ and besides, I love red! This one on 52/60 linen would be 15 x 18.5!
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Photos of our Scarlet Letter Trunk Show

“Hannah Carter” & “Jane Atkinson” will be featured in our next eNewsletter.

Marsha tells us this about this charming reproduction:
From the collection of Sulgrave Manor in Oxfordshire, England, the ancestral family
home of George Washington. George Washington's great-grandfather, John Washington, a
Royalist, emigrated to Virginia from England in 1656, while Oliver Cromwell was in
power. His ancestor, Lawrence Washington, bought Sulgrave Manor from the Crown in
1539, and it remained in the Washington family for 120 years.
In 1914, efforts began by both the British and Americans to purchase and restore
Sulgrave, which is now preserved and furnished with objects from the sixteenth through the
eighteenth centuries reflecting the daily lives of its residents over a three hundred year span.
This tent-stitched picture, affectionately dubbed The Morris Dancer, was made in the
latter part of the seventeenth century, and depicts a lively farmer cavorting in a hilly
landscape. He sports the fashionable moustache and beard of Charles II, a waistcoat, knee
breeches, wrapped leggings, buckled shoes, and a jauntily angled cap.

The Morris Dancer circa 1680 ~ chart $18

The color is worked rigidly through graduated
shades of green, brown, and turquoise blue. Stylized
oak trees flank the dancer, lending symmetry to the
scene. Stitches used are tent and, for the background,
counted satin stitch. The palette consists of 27
different colors requiring 51 skeins of floss.
On 35-count linen, the finished size is 10 x 12
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We are privileged to have on exhibit this stunning sampler ~ the photos try to capture its beauty!

Details about this
sampler on the
following page.
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Mary Hammand 1732 ~ Here’s what Marsha says about this stunning
reproduction:
In the early eighteenth century samplers began to evolve from long vertical bands into more
rectangular shapes. They began to incorporate more pictorial and scenic images and scenes
such as those found on seventeenth century canvas and stumpwork pictures. Alphabets,
numerals and verses prevailed but the sampler evolved both as an exercise in needlework
technique as well as a vehicle for creative artistic expression. Common themes were scenes
based on biblical stories, but the popularity of bucolic, pastoral scenes increased. Mary
Hammand's sampler/canvas work piece melds these themes with a traditional sampler at
the center surrounded by pastoral images on either side of it.
It's interesting to note that she spelled the surname of her parents "Hamond" and
her surname "Hammand"---perhaps attributable to her lack of delight in learning?
Stitches used in the sampler include cross stitch over one and two threads of linen,
counted satin, back and eyelet.
A special kit discount of 10% is available if you purchase all of the kit parts,
chart ($42) + linen (price varies depending on count) + AVAS silks ($184.90)

Above, the original, housed in the
Wisconsin Historical Society, which
I was privileged to see in person on
a visit there in July 2012.

I took photos of the beautiful
silks in sections, to try to
capture the beauty of this
exquisite embroidery silk.

Here’s the Wisconsin Historical Society’s online description:
Dark linen ground; completely cross-stitched in silk threads of green, blue, red, white,
brown, and yellow; alphabet at top; pictoral border of greens, reds and tans: a girl with a
sheep at her feet in the lower right corner, a boy with a dog at his feet in the lower left corner,
trees and birds up the sides, solid floral border at top and bottom; some eyelet stitches;
inscriptions: "Gods Love and goodness/ has been shown in sending fro/m his blessed throne
his/ blessed only son to die that w/e the race might run. *MH*/The days of our years are
threescore years and/ ten and if by reason of strength they be foursco/re years yet is their
strength labour and sorrow/ for it is soon cut off and we fly away. Psalm/ the XC verse
the 10./Delight in learning soon will b/ring a child to learn the hard/est thing./Mary
Hammand Her S/amplar [sic] Aged 11 years November t/he 19th 1732."
Object History
The completely stitched ground indicates the sampler was made in England.
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Customer Appreciation/Stitch-In, Thursdays, 4 - 8 PM

Every
For as long as I can remember, The Attic has been open on
Thursday Thursday nights and, along with that, provides the setting for
customers to gather to share their needlework with others.
This is an opportunity for me to host a weekly time with our
customers, to show them the newest and greatest, preview new
designs and great needlework stuff, and also see what you’re
stitching! As a valued customer, you are invited to join us!

November

PAGE

Finishing Deadlines
Stocking & pillow finishing ~ The deadline has passed,
and any finishing for these items now has a premium added,
which increases as we get closer to the Holidays, and doubling
after Thanksgiving.
Ornament Finishing, Tuesday, December 1

Our Holiday Hours
Wednesday, Nov 25, Close at 2 p.m.
Thurs, Nov 26, Thanksgiving Day, Closed

A s a n A t t i c A dd i c t s ave 1 5 % i n
November on these in-stock items:
* Sampler charts/kits from The Scarlet Letter
* Liberty Hill Halloween pieces from prior years
* Au Ver A’Soie Silks

Thursday, Dec 24, Close at 2 p.m.
Friday, Dec 25, Christmas Day, Closed
Thursday, Dec. 31, Close at 2 p.m.
Friday, Jan 1, New Year’s Day, Closed

Friday, Nov 6 - Monday, Nov 9, Jackie du Plessis Workshops Look
for photos from the workshops in our next issue! We are looking forward to
welcoming 50 needleworkers from around the USA & Great Britain.

Saturday, November 7, 10:30-12:30 Beginning
Linen This class is appropriate for both beginning
stitchers and anyone wishing to refine their skills. The
class project is Linda/Needlemade Designs’s Tulip
needlebook design, and the $30 fee includes her
expert instruction + materials. Class fee is due

Sunday, November 15, Sampler Sunday, 1 - 4 This is our last
gathering of sampler lovers for this year, . Refreshments served;
please register ~ fee $10.
Saturday night, November 21st, Our 18th Annual
Silent Auction for Breast Cancer Research, 6-8 pm.

8

January
2016

Here is an image of the mattress-style
pincushion that’s a part of Theresa Baird’s
Symposium project. The cherries and the
head of the bird are done in Spiral Trellis.

Merry Cox’s Ophelia . . .

We only have a few BCRF cookbooks left!
Support a great cause (all net proceeds go to breast cancer
research) by buying a copy(s) of the Recipes for a Cure
cookbook for a donation of $14.95 (or more) with fabulous timetested recipes as well as complimentary designs from 11 designers.

. . . Parts 1 & 2 coming to The Attic the weekend of
June 24 -26, 2016. Full details on pages 10 & 11

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Our 18th Annual Silent Auction for Breast Cancer Research
with Proceeds Benefiting the Breast Cancer Research Foundation (BCRF)
Location: Gathering Place, 1837 West Guadalupe Rd, Mesa, AZ 85202. See map below.
Date & Time: Saturday night, November 21, 6 - 8 p.m. final bids ~ Bidding closes at 8 p.m.
Each year the handmade donations raise thousands of dollars for research. All proceeds are
donated to BCRF. To read about this A+-rated organization, please go to their Website

A few words about the auction and how it works:
• Donations are currently being accepted. Total receipts for
the auction will be published soon after the auction closes
Individual winning bids for donated items will not be
published but, rather, our focus is on what we all can
accomplish together. Unfortunately, an individual bid,
taken out of the context of the evening, may give a very
wrong impression. Thank you for your understanding.
• Auction newsletters listing the item number and minimum
opening bid will be posted to our Website in mid
November, and notification of their postings will come to
you if you’re in our eNewsletter database.
• Bidding can begin by any of you from afar by email or
phone (our toll-free number, 1.888.942.8842); to place a
bid, please ensure that we have on file your contact
information as well as your credit card.
• Final bids are placed on Saturday night, Nov 22
• The night of the auction we will not be able to accept
phone bids. To ensure your successful bid, you may wish
to place a type of buy-it-now bid.
• Payment is best made by a personal check payable to
BCRF; its tax-deductibility is a matter between you and
your accountant ~ but credit card or PayPal transactions
will be accepted if you insist.

Below, Alice Hall with the 50 items she dropped off on Friday! Alice, needlewoman
extraordinaire who is also a proud breast-cancer survivor, has supported our BCRF
Benefit for countless years now, and since 2005 when she became a survivor herself,
each year she has as her personal goal to donate 50 handmade works of art covering
the breadth of needleart techniques, including needlepoint, silk ribbon, beading,
hardanger, perforated paper, and more, each one beautifully finished by Alice or
framed by her husband. Alice says she truly enjoys this effort each year and plans to
continue to participate at this level as long as she is able. This year she was again
bothered by an eye problem, which severely limited her stitching time, but she still
managed to donate her 50 items, some of them with 2 and 3 parts..

This event wouldn’t happen without the help of a great group of
volunteers, including Linda, Janet, and Angelica, who volunteer their time
to catalogue your donations, number each one, and suggest a minimum
opening bid. Thank you, Ladies, for your endless time contributions.

Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Merry Cox’s Ophelia Workshops in June 2016
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I am honored to introduce you to Merry’s Ophelia and publish photos, workshop prices, and hotel information for this very special Attic event. We are
privileged to host Merry & Ophelia the weekend of June 24-26 at the Hyatt Place in Mesa, located just 15 minutes from our new Attic, with shuttle
service available to and from the shop. Reservations with the hotel can be made by calling 888-492-8847 or 480-969-8200. You must ask for the “Attic
Needlework” group rate (King or Queen $99) or go online to http://www.phoenixmesa.place.hyatt.com/en/hotel/home.html These rates are
available 3 days pre and post the weekend for any of you who wish to come early or stay longer. The rates include a deluxe continental breakfast,
unlimited high-speed Internet access, 24-hour access to the StayFit@Hyatt fitness room and e-room business center, and use of the swimming pool, 9hole executive putting green, and shuttle service within a five-mile radius upon availability.
The weekend schedule with workshop prices:
Friday, June 24, 5 - 9 pm (beginning with a light supper at 5:00) ~ Ophelia I ~ $450
Saturday, June 25, 9 - 4 pm (with a lunch break at 12:00) ~ Ophelia I (continued)
Saturday night, 5:00-??, Wine & Food Reception at the shop open to all workshop participants RSVP
Sunday, June 26, 9 - 4 pm (with lunch at 12:00) ~ Ophelia II ~ $375

Ophelia’s Journey (Part I) by Merry Cox

Meet Ophelia Grace Whetherspoon, a
beautifully handcrafted and hand-painted 9”
wooden doll by famous miniature toymaker
Eric Horne of England. His museum-quality
toys and dolls are the heirlooms of tomorrow
and are highly sought after by collectors today.
His talent has been featured in numerous
magazine articles and his work is represented in
museums. Merry actually went to Eric’s home
in England to meet him personally.
Ophelia is reminiscent of the European peg
wooden family dolls dating from the mid to late
l800’s. Popular authors of the day, such as
Florence Upton and Nora Pitt-Taylor, wrote
about the adventures of these delightful Dutch
dolls. This type of wooden doll was called
penny wooden, wooden peg, Dutch doll, plain
Betty, Woodentop or Gretchen.

In addition to the very collectible and beautifully handcrafted doll, your kit for Ophelia I includes her
hand-painted trunk and “wallpaper,” all stitching and finishing materials for dress, slip and pantaloons,
needleroll, sampler, dame school book and commemorative piece, plus a couple of surprises.

You will make Ophelia’s dress out of a lovely
silk fabric with antique trim. Her petticoat and
pantaloons will be made out of vintage eyelet
fabrics. Her hand-painted “trunk” will be lined
with “wallpaper.” You will make stitch samples
for her “Practical Sewing” dame schoolbook.
You will also stitch her sampler and her
needleroll plus make a commemorative piece.
Of course, Merry has to keep some secrets and
her story until their journey to Mesa, but she
will tell you she is in her 15th year of age…..

(Please note the table, chair, smalls on the table and dog in picture are not included but some will be
available for purchase at the workshops.)

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Ophelia’s Journey (Part II)
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Ophelia would like to share her love of needlework and
quilt making with some very special pieces. She has created
three beautiful quilts (you can make one, two or all three
quilts); a wonderful wool penny rug, and her new sampler in
a working frame. In addition to all the wonderful items for
Ophelia, you will stitch a lovely commemorative sewing
case complete with pinkeep and scissors and lined with the
same beautiful silk as Ophelia’s dress. On the back of the
sewing case, you will stitch Ophelia’s travels. The sewing
case is housed in a very special and unusual shaker keepsake
box (the box measures 9 ½” x 5” x 2”).

Kit for Ophelia II includes materials for 3 quilts, wool
penny rug and new sampler including working frame,
plus stitching and finishing materials for commemorative
sewing case including scissors and keepsake shaker box.
(Please note the chair and quilt rack in picture are not
included but some will be available for purchase at the
workshop.)

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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Friday, January 15, 2016, 9 AM - 4 PM
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Cottage by the Sea Sewing Set ~ Workshop Fee $260
Cottage by the Sea Sewing Set was inspired by the beautiful and quaint
thatched roof cottages dotting the landscape of the British Isles, and the
climbing roses often found meandering around the doors, windows and
garden gate of the cottage. The set is designed to be housed in an
optional Nantucket Victorian basket* and consists of a thread holder; set
of 3 stacking biscornus/pincushions; ruler; scissors sheath; scissors fobs;
basket fob, and huswif with removable needlebook. The huswif contains
a mattress-style pincushion, scissors pocket for petite scissors, and a spot
to hold a small removable needlebook.
Specialty stitches used are Petite Stitch (over one), Tent Stitch,
Closed Herringbone, Nun Stitch, and Back Stitch. Below left is a color
diagram of the layout of each piece to give you an idea of how many
components there are, as well as the design elements to be stitched.
* The optional basket is $50, is very limited (15), but we will offer other
suggestions for alternate containers (boxes, etc.)
Kit contents include chart with full instructions for stitching and finishing
the project; 1 Fat Half of 40c or 36c Lakeside Linen's Vintage Maritime White; 12
+ full skeins of Belle Soie 12-strand overdyed silks;
size 26 and 28 tapestry needles; and a small piece of 32-count linen to practice
stitches with DMC floss.
Finishing kit contents include #12 Perle Cotton for cording, silk ribbon, 5
Mother of Pearl thread rings, 1 specialty glass rose button for large biscornu, 4
black glass faceted beads for fastening and finishing purposes, 1 glass lampwork
bead for fastening the huswif, 1 Fat Quarter of silk dupioni for finishing
purposes, Skirtex and cotton batting.

This exquisite
Sewing Set is
currently on
display in our Attic.

This is an all-day workshop with Theresa Baird, an optional class, i.e., not included in the Symposium Weekend. Registration for this class will be
accepted by email only. We will be happy to answer your questions by phone, but registrations will only be accepted by email. The baskets ares very
limited, as explained above, and receipt of your email registration will be acknowledged by email. In addition to your kit, the workshop fee includes
breakfast, lunch, and breaks. A nonrefundable deposit of $50 holds your reservation.

The Attic, Mesa, AZ Toll-Free: 1.888.94-ATTIC (1.888.942.8842) www.atticneedlework.com
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January 2016 Sampler Symposium . . .

Registration and Hotel Information
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... Friday night, January 15 thru Sunday, January 17

Registrations will be accepted by email only. Each of the email addresses that you may have for me and/or the shop all work, so it is not necessary to
send more than one email. Please do not phone the shop to register. We will be happy to answer your questions by phone, but registrations will only be
accepted by email. Receipt of your email registration will be acknowledged by email, and after your email registration has been received, you will be
notified by email, sent a registration form, and asked to phone our toll-free number (1.888.94-ATTIC ~ 1.888.942.8842) with payment information if we
don’t already have it. A nonrefundable deposit of $50 completes your reservation. Space is limited by the size of the room to 49 students.
Because an email address is needed for each of you to provide additional information along the way, we are looking to email registration as the best
method for the entire process, to ensure fairness for everyone, most importantly.
I am very pleased to present the weekend faculty for this event:
Friday night, 5 - 6 PM supper ~ 6 - 9 PM, Vickie & Maegan Jennett, “Out on a Limb, A Fraktur Sampler” & Nancy Mills, Lecture &
PowerPoint Presentation + Fraktur Project
Saturday morning, 9 AM - Noon (with a morning break), “Pennsylvania German Fraktur Huswif (with Smalls)”
Saturday afternoon, 1 - 4 PM, Sampler & Fraktur Tour at San Tan Vista Manor, Vickie & Niles Jennett’s residence in Chandler, AZ
Saturday evening, 5 - ? PM, reception at The Attic, with food, refreshments including adult beverages served.
Sunday, continuation of Theresa Baird’s class, 9 - Noon, followed by our closing lunch.
Your $495 fee for the Symposium includes all classes, kits, and lectures, a light supper on Friday night, breakfast, lunch, and coffee/tea breaks on
Saturday, a Saturday night reception at the shop with refreshments and supper, and Sunday breakfast and lunch.
All classes will be held in Meeting Rooms A+B at Hyatt Place Mesa, where they have available an Attic Needlework
room block with prices of $134 for King rooms and $139 for Queen/Queen rooms. Here is their Website. Free shuttle
service to the shop is provided (airport transportation is not), so renting a car is optional and really not necessary.
Friday night, 6 - 9 PM After supper Tempe folk artist Nancy Mills will present a lecture on the History of American Fraktur that will include its
interesting roots and history, its purpose, and information on its unique use of motifs and symbols. Then Vickie & Maegan Jennett of NeedleWorkPress will
present a beautiful sampler, “Out on a Limb,” that was designed based on a Fraktur in Vickie’s father’s collection.
Then Nancy will guide us through our Fraktur project, “Birds in Tree,” a very common Fraktur image, one that most people recognize, using
Nancy’s own design, on a paper-mâché box. As an added bonus, Nancy and Vickie collaborated to convert her art into a chart that can be placed inside
the box top, then finished to mount inside the lid or as a pincushion (the pincushion materials aren’t included in your box kit.) Your finished box will be
the perfect place to house your matching necklace. Nancy has many Fraktur/Folk Art related gift items that she will offer for sale in a small boutique at the
hotel following the class. To view some of Nancy’s work, visit her Etsy shop, Five Times Blessed.
Lecture/PowerPoint Presentation on the History of
American Fraktur + Fraktur Project, “Birds in
Tree,” presented by Fraktur/Folk Artist Nancy Mills

Fraktur Sampler, “Out on a Limb,”
presented by Vickie & Maegan Jennett

Tour Preview of San
Tan Vista Manor
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Pennsylvania German Fraktur Huswif (with Smalls)

Saturday & Sunday morning, 9 - Noon We will create an “Award of Achievement for Excellence in the Art of the
Needle.” The Pennsylvania German Fraktur styled folding huswif is stitched on your choice of 36- or 40-count linen. The
smalls include two entire sets, one set for the huswif (a mattress-style pincushion, needlebook, scissors fob and ruler) and the
other with the sewing stand. The pincushion for the top of the Shaker Sewing Stand may be finished as a biscornu or
dome-shaped fitted pincushion, your choice. The majority of “A Pennsylvania German Fraktur Huswif ” is stitched using
the cross stitch, but also includes the following specialty stitches: Bullion Stitch, Closed Herringbone, Algerian Eyelet (over
10), Petite Stitch, Rhodes Heart Stitch, Trellis Stitch, and Back Stitch. The chart for the huswif is offered in two versions,
one as a huswif as intended, the second is the huswif done as a sampler to frame and hang on the wall.
Kit Contents: Full kit which includes chart with instructions and stitch diagrams, piece of 32c linen to practice stitches with
DMC thread, full and partial skeins of Belle Soie silk, and a fat quarter of Lakeside linen in participant’s choice of 40- or 36count. It will also include all finishing materials needed to assemble the pieces, including silk Dupioni lining material,
Skirtex, buttons, Warm & Gentle cotton batting, DMC Perle for cording, and a CD with pictures of the finishing process
for future reference.
Right, This stunning reproduction birdseye maple Shaker sewing stand is being reproduced by Richard Hyers and
will be available for Symposium registrants to order directly from him. Visit Mr. Hyers’ Website to read more about
this exquisite needlework accessory and place your order. The base is 5” square x 2.5” high. Height overall,
including the base, pedestal, pincushion top, and bun feet is 5 3/8”. The cost of each box will be $110 + s/h.
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Mary Sophia’s Pennsylvania German Sewing Set
Mary Sophia’s . . . is inspired by the beautiful quilts and
traditional needlework motifs used by the Pennsylvania
Germans. The set is designed to be housed in an optional
miniature blanket chest* and consists of a quilt/thread
holder, a set of 3 stacking biscornus, ruler, scissors sheath,
and working needlebook. The working needlebook
contains a mattress-style pincushion, scissors pocket for
petite scissors, and linen needle pages. Specialty stitches
used are Petite Stitch (over one), Tent Stitch, Closed
Herringbone, Smyrna Cross, Nun Stitch, and Back
Stitch.
Kit Contents:
Chart with instructions and stitch
diagrams, size 26 & 28 tapestry needles, piece of 32count linen to practice stitches with DMC thread, 5 full
skeins of 12-strand Belle Soie overdyed silk thread, and a
fat half of 36- or 40-count Lakeside Vintage Maritime
White linen.
Finishing Kit Contents:
Instructions, diagrams, and
materials to finish each piece (Skirtex, cotton batting,
perle cotton for cording, mother-of-pearl thread rings,
and lining fabric.
* This optional Miniature Blanket Chest is custom made by Don
DuBois of The Barn Workshop. Don is an outstanding artist in
being able to give a contemporary piece the look of an aged and
distressed antique. Since each chest ordered will be a custom
piece, you will have the option of choosing your own color (Olde
Century colors) and amount of distressing. There is a lift-out tray
in each chest which will accommodate the insert design indicating
your name, date, and place of residence. Check Don’s Etsy
website here: The Barn Workshop. Price: $150.00 + S&H
* Here’s what Don tells us about this piece: This is our Trenton Miniature Blanket Chest that can be used as a stitching or
sewing box. I am sure there can be many other uses for this fine early American piece because of the large storage underneath the
removable till/tray. This chest is actually a reproduction from a picture that I received from a fellow artisan who is a Master
Teacher and designer of needlework. I have been wanting to build a nice small blanket chest and am very happy to have been given
this opportunity. This is a very striking and impressive small piece of furniture that has a variety of utilitarian value.
* Color: Model done in Cranberry Red over Lamp Black, nicely distressed primitive. The blanket chest can be
done in any combination of colors (Olde Century Colors) and degree of distressing.
* Dimensions: outside at lid(top) H- 9 3/4'' W- 14'' D- 8 1/4''

This is an all-day class with Theresa Baird, an optional class, i.e., not included in the Symposium Weekend. Registration for this class will be accepted
by email only. We will be happy to answer your questions by phone, but registrations will only be accepted by email. Receipt of your email registration
will be acknowledged by email, and you will be notified by email of the status of your registration and asked to phone our toll-free number with
payment information. In addition to your kit, the workshop fee includes breakfast, lunch, and a mid-morning break. Workshop fee, $315.
Because an email address is needed for each of you to provide additional information along the way, we are looking to email registration as the
best method for the entire process. A nonrefundable deposit of $50 completes your reservation.
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. . .The Sweetheart Tree

Clockwise from upper left: “Plumberry Sampler” $29 kit with everything you’ll need to stitch this
gorgeous sampler ~ “Patriotic Heart Trio Sampler” $27 kit, again all-inclusive for your project ~
“Tiny Periwinkle Pincushion” $36 kit complete with everything, including lovely embellishments ~
“Blackwork Floral Biscornu Pincushion” $25 kit with matching “Blackwork Fob” $11 w/
embellishments ~ “Itty Bitty Kitty Thanksgiving” $11 w/embellishments, ninth in this series
featuring the adorable Itty Bitty Kitty ~ and “Celestial Circles” $11 w/Crystal Pailllettes
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. . . Plum Street Samplers

“Autumn Gifts” $14, 184 x 164, shown on 36c
Lakeside linen with Classic Colorworks ~ we are doing
a silk conversion for those of you who prefer silk

“Goodness & Plenty” $10, 3 cushions: “Goodness
& Plenty” 113 x 38 ~ “Alphabet Sampler” 59 x 50
~ “Harvest Bird” 74 x 57, shown on 36c handdyed linen with Classic Colorworks

. . . With Thy Needle & Thread

Serial Bowl Collection: Sampler Lesson
Four $20 with overdyed cottons, 83 x 81,
shown stitched on 36c hand-dyed linen

“Merry Noel” ~ I’m not sure when this is
coming, but it is ... and I can’t wait to stitch it!
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. . . from Tempting Tangles

Wow, Deborah has been busy! Clockwise from lower left:
“Before the Fall” $18, 226 x 253, very clever design ~
“Persuasion” $14, 127 x 127 (I love the message, which has
more meaning the older I get) ~ “A Good Year: $12, 80 x
80, with numbers and alphabets for personalizing.

. . . from Tree

of Life Samplings

“Penny Harvest” $12, 126 x 118, a charming design that the
designer says was inspired by the Autumn season and penny rugs.
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. . . Heartstring Samplery

“Pincushion Street” $10, 251 x 140

. . . ScissorTail Designs

“Slater’s Stocking” $8 ~ we also have the embellishment pack, $20

. . . Jeannette Douglas Designs

“The Winter Deer” $12, 63 x 63 ~ Embellishment Pack w/
lots of silk threads + beads, $20 ~ There’s those deer again!

“White Christmas” $9 ~ framed design, 109 x 51 & the
easel design, 49 x 40, great ornament size! And a deer!
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. . . Lindsay Lane Designs
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This master layout is included with each chartpack.
Above, Parts 1, 2 & 3 released earlier this year ~ below, Part 4 just released
Left, with the release of Part 4, our overdyed silk
conversion ($86.50) has now been finalized!

Above, the antique sampler.

Right, Here’s my start on this gorgeous sampler
using Tudor silks ($73.50) on Lakeside’s 52/60
linen.
I’m mostly finished with Part 2 and
moving on to Part 3. I can’t wait to get to Part 4,
with its beautiful roses at the top and the lovely
bands below.
As you can see above, the overdyed silks
($86.50) are beautiful with the Lakeside linen we’ve
selected. A Stitcher’s Quarter will work on 40c
w/2-inch margins to stitch the entire sampler.
Part 5 will be available in several months.
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As we continue with our SAL, we are ready to embroider the beautiful floral Band
32, following Joanne’s detailed diagrams and instructions. Time permitting, move
on to Bands 33 - 37. I trust that you are enjoying embroidering this stunning
reproduction from Joanne Harvey.
The sampler reproduction kit includes 32c linen and 25 hues of DMC floss.
Full directions and illustrations are given for the different embroidery
techniques as found on the original sampler, and those include Cross Stitch
and its many variations, Queen Stitch, Algerian Eye, and accents of Double
Running. If you’ve never embroidered an Examplarery reproduction before,
you will find the pages and pages of stitch diagrams and charting almost as
helpful as having Joanne there instructing you personally. Kit $79

The elegant band format found on the sampler
embroidered by Ann Almy has just been
reproduced and taught at the recent Winterthur
Museum Symposium by Joanne Harvey/The
Examplarer y. From Colonial Williamsburg
Foundation’s textile collection and documented in
Bolton & Coe’s American Samplers, this sampler was
wrought in the “English style” and belongs to the
earliest group of Newport, Rhode Island
samplers worked between the 1720’s through the
late 1760’s. The bold central floral motif,
decorative bands, numerals, dividing bands, and
verses are repeated on other examples found
during this time frame. This important early
design was worked under a still unidentified
instructress.
Ann Almy was the daughter of William
Almy and Elizabeth Cranston born in 1722. She
married Walter Chaloner in Trinity Church on
July 28, 1743. He was commander of Fort
George and then High Sheriff of the British
Colony of Rhode Island. The Chaloners were
loyalists to the English crown and evacuated to
Nova Scotia, Canada as refugees of the American
Revolution. From there they moved to St. Johns,
New Brunswick, where he became Justice of the
Peace. Together they were parents of ten
children. Ann passed away in 1808 in Canada
and is buried in St. Johns.
Joanne is continuing her research on the
Chaloners, so stay tuned for more interesting
historical information! It promises to be very
intriguing!
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October’s Sampler Sunday

Beth and Linda L. graciously served our guests, with
very special homemade treats: brownies & pumpkin
cupcakes ~ the smell made them simply irresistible!
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Carolyn kindly offered to come in to help.

Below, Gigi’s “Mary Bunce
Sampler” that Sandy is stitching,
a favorite Gigi sampler for sure

Gloria’s “Hallow-Day Inn” by
With Thy Needle & Thread

Above Right, a future
reproduction from Tanya/The
Scarlett House of “Martha
Pudsey - 1835” ~ above,
Tanya’s “Redware Sunflower”
from Notforgotten Farms & her
“Charlotte Clayton,” right
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Left, Cindy’s “Randje per Week”
from Atelier Soed Idee ~ these are free
weekly patterns, and Simone de Jong
says in her email to me that they are
already preparing a new project for
2016. Here is the link to the blog
where these can be found.

Pam, visiting from Iowa,
was working on “Penny
Pumpkin” by The Scarlett
House ~ below, her sweet
Halloweenie scissor fob

Above right,
Evelyn’s
Prairie Schooler
Alphabet

Nita’s fun project from
a past collaboration
between Liberty Hill &
Historic Stitches

The back of
Linda’s pincushion.

Linda D’s “Witches Night Out” by With Thy Needle
& Thread and her “Usefulness” by Notforgotten Farm
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Left, Linda D’s decorated train case, inside and out, and her “Common Thread” by Threadwork Primitives

Jean C’s “Cranfield
House” by Gay Ann Rogers

Above, Kay’s “Celtic
Banner” by Butternut Road
Left, Cheryl’s “Beekeeper”
by Notforgotten Farm

Above, Tedra’s Lizzie Kate “Mystery
Sampler” and, right, “October 31”
by Barbara Ana Designs
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Tedra’s “The Snooty
Parrots Sampler” by
Barbara Ana Designs

S u s a n’s “ Ro s e Wre at h
Sampler” from Gigi R Designs
and, below, a close-up of this
Peggy’s “Ersilia’s Sampler”
from Samplers in My Attic

Angelica’s The Scarlett House’s “Coverlet Scissor
Tray” from our 2015 Summer School
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October Sampler Sunday Continued

Betsy’s “Margaret
L i l l i e ” by T h e
Scarlett House
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Molly’s “Margaret Cottam”
by La-D-Da

Molly’s “And A
Forest Grew” by
Rosewood Manor

Patty’s “Stir with the Big Girls” by
Waxing Moon Designs & her “Fancey
Blackett-October Ride” by Pineberry Lane

Debbie’s Frank
Lloyd Wright
d e s i g n ,
“Saguaro
Forms”
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Patty’s start on “Ersilia’s Sampler” from Samplers in My Attic
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Above, LeeAnna’s “Serenity Harbor” from By The
Bay and, below, her “Ersilia’s Sampler” from Samplers
in My Attic in her stunning palette ~ and it’s finished
and being framed! Wish mine were that far along!

Above, Lynne’s “Ho Ho Ho Holiday” from Lizzie
Kate &, below, her “Which Witch?” from La-D-Da

Abov e, Lynne’s
“Angel Blessings”
from Praise worthy
Stitches, with all
materials provided
in
the
kit.
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Above, Janet’s “Pumpkins & Bittersweet” from The
Scarlett House & her “Pumpkin Row” by Chessie & Me

Amy’s “The Feathered
Whisperers” from
Barbara Ana Designs

Above, Karen’s finish & below,
her adorable BFF gifts, a
cactus pincushion for each!

Below, Michelle’s Eiffel Tower stocking from
Blackbird’s “Joyeux Noel” & her “Quaker
d’Halloween” from Jardin Prive & her “The
Lord’s Blessing” by Imaginating/Diane Arthurs

Cindy’s “The 24 Days
of Christmas” from
Pheasant Street Samplers”

Fiona, visiting from Scotland,
got a start on The Scarlett
House’s “Good Company”
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Jan’s “Frosty Weather”
from Blackberry Lane Designs
Melanie’s gift to commemorate Dana & Trevor’s
special day, a design from Martina/Chatelaine

Amy’s “Halloween Tree”
from Barbara Ana Designs
Linda S’s exquisite finish of a Darlene O’Steen design,
for the 50th anniversary of her and Tom’s wedding!
Beautiful! I’ll show it again when Sandy has it framed.

Oh, my, this is an amazing piece: Martha’s finish of Praiseworthy
Stitches’ “Widow Black’s B&B” with a close-up on the left.
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Our 2015 Halloween Stitch-In
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Lots of laughs, stitching & good food! It doesn’t get much better than that.

Such a lovely day here, perfect weather
for eating on our “front porch”!

It was such fun to see some fabulous & very clever
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Mary’s t-shirt says something like “This
is my awesome Grandma costume.”
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Plum Street Samplers’ “Merry One” chartpack w/thread is sold
out at our shop, and there are no more available to be ordered,
but the good news: the chart will be available sometime next
year, and we are taking names for this sweet design. Our
model is stitched on Lakeside’s 52/60 linen with Tudor silks.

We all know about the magic of Christmas ~ here is Beth’s magic
on the front table display. She just finished decorating it for our
Holiday table this afternoon, and next issue I’ll show you close-ups!

When “Spring Snow” first came in, I fell in love ... I’m there with the deer!
And then we got a shipment from Lakeside with a limited run of a gorgeous
green, perfect for this AND many other Holiday designs, and it was a
match! The linen is available, while it lasts, in 36c and 40c, in SHs ($56 for
36c; $58 for 40c) and SQs ($30 for 36c; $32 for 40c) ~ the chart is $8

A new shop model, on 52/60 linen using Gloriana Tudor silk,
also uses a tiny turned wood acorn ($18) rather than the stitched
one on the graph ~ photographed with an Acorn scissors
($11.50) and Acorn scissors fob ($10), both from Kelmscott.
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Stitching into our 80’s ... inspired by our customers!

Marion Scoular was in Phoenix to teach
for a local EGA chapter, Desert
Threaders, and we were honored to have
her visit the shop with Sandy and Barbara.

10-year-old Seth was in the shop a few days
ago with both his grandmother and Nana,
who was celebrating her 82nd birthday that
day, and as part of her birthday, she wanted
to come to The Attic and pick out her next
project. She doesn’t allow anyone to
photograph her, even her family, and so
Seth agreed to “stand in” for her. I just
wanted to tell her story here because I knew
you all would enjoy hearing about her.

It was Homecoming at Hannah’s new school, and Hannah was elected to
the Homecoming Court as the sophomore representative by her classmates.

ah
Hann

& Jac

And speaking of octogenarians, late on
Saturday a week ago I was closing the shop
and the phone rang. I almost let it go to voice
mail but answered instead, and I’m so glad
that I did. It was a customer calling from
Canada ordering “Mary Hammand,” and she
said to me, “I picked that even before Jean did.
I’m going to mount it on the back of my
casket.” She’s taking Tricia’s casket class and
needed it to be of a specific size to fit.
First we did the calculations for 40c but
found a better fit with 46c. When I cautioned
her that a good part of the design was stitched
over one, she assured me that wouldn’t be a
problem for her. She told me that she used to
teach Japanese embroidery, and finding the
holes on linen was much easier for her. And
then she told me she is 84 years old!
The best part of my job ... “meeting”
some very special needleworkers!

ob

This week we celebrate another birthday ... and it is indeed a
blessing and a privilege that John is enjoying good health five
years (yes, can you believe it has been that long?) after his
cancer surgery ~ he spends many of his days in his shop,
sublime happiness for him when he is amidst his tools!
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